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Close % Change
Year-to-Date 

(YTD)

Daily Volume 

(shares)

Daily Turnover 

(JOD)

AMMAN SE GENERAL INDEX 1,796.66 -0.53% -5.88% 3,628,015 3,700,960

% Change % Change

ITTIHAD SCHOOLS COMPANY 6.45 AL-DAWLIYA HOTELS & MALLS (3.64)

ARAB INTERNATIONAL HOTELS 4.71 SALAM INTL TRANSPORT & TRAD (3.85)

CENTURY INVESTMENT GROUP 3.98 RUM TOURIST TRANSPORTATION C (4.76)

MASAFAT FOR SPECIALIZED TRAN 2.86 INTL CO FOR MEDICAL INVEST (4.95)

AKARY FOR INDUSTRIES AND REA 2.63 HOUSING BANK FOR TRADE AND F (6.25)

UNION INVESTMENT CORP 709,769             UNION INVESTMENT CORP 794,941               

RUM TOURIST TRANSPORTATION C 407,900             SPECIALIZED INVESTMENT COMPO 605,040               

SPECIALIZED INVESTMENT COMPO 302,661             RUM TOURIST TRANSPORTATION C 250,592               

AL ENTKAEYA FOR INVESTMENT 121,204             BANK OF JORDAN 208,473               

INTERMEDIATE PETROCHEMICHALS 119,501             ARAB BANK PLC 199,311               

* Source: Bloomberg
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Macroeconomic & Corporate News

* Source: Bloomberg, Jordan Times, Zawya

Disclaimer

The Information in this publication is provided in good faith for informational purposes only. The information provided is not offered

as tax, legal, or investment advice, or an offer to buy or sell securities or otherwise. The information provided in this publication may

be displayed and printed for your personal, non-commercial use only. You may not reproduce, re-transmit, distribute, disseminate,

sell, publish, broadcast, or circulate the information in any form or media to anyone, without the expressed written consent of Awraq

Investments.

Awraq Investments is not liable for any loss resulting from any action taken or reliance made by any person on any information or

material posted by it. You should make your own inquiries and seek independent advice from relevant industry professionals before

acting or relying on any information or material made available to you in this publication. You rely on this information at your own

risk.

Awraq Investments, its subsidiaries, parent, and/or any connected parties, may act or trade and/or enter into any transaction that

maybe inconsistent or disregard any information contained herein.

IMF mission to begin discussing Jordan’s 3rd review this month
An International Monetary Fund (IMF) mission is scheduled to visit the Kingdom during the second half of September to discuss

the third review of the Jordanian economy. A source told Al Rai daily that IMF mission Chief Chris Jarvis will head the delegation,

which includes former mission chief Martin Cerisola and a team of specialists who are scheduled to meet with the ministers of

finance, planning and energy, as well as the governor of the Central Bank of Jordan. The source said that the IMF mission will

mainly discuss the general performance of the Jordanian economy and its growth rate, in addition to the requirements for

concluding the third review. The source added that the IMF is also scheduled to discuss the file of energy and electricity strategies,

noting that members of the mission will provide proposals and recommendations on the Kingdom’s financial and economic

sectors and help address any shortcomings in any given sector. On August 24, 2016 the IMF Executive Board approved a three-

year extended arrangement under the Extended Fund Facility (EFF) for Jordan for an amount equivalent to SDR 514.65 million

(about $723 million, or 150 per cent of Jordan’s quota) to support the Kingdom’s economic and financial reform programme.

Earlier this year, Jordan asked the IMF to extend the current programme for six more months until a decision is reached regarding

a new programme with the fund.The scheme aims at advancing fiscal consolidation to lower public debt and implementing broad

structural reforms to enhance the conditions for more inclusive growth

National economic council in the works'
A plan for establishing a national economic council is under way, an official source said on Sunday. The envisioned council would

compris veteran experts and specialists in the economic sector, from both the public and private sectors, the source said. The

council will be tasked with reviewing all economic issues in the Kingdom and providing effective, practical and comprehensive

recommendations to address them, according to the official. Under the plan, all solutions, recommendations and proposals

generated by the national economic council would be referred for endorsement to His Majesty King Abdullah, the source added.

The planned assembly would be complementary to the National Policies Council, the source noted.

Awraq Investments and its affiliates obtain information from sources they believe to be reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or

fitness for a particular purpose, and disclaim for themselves and their information providers all liability arising from the use.


